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INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this paper is to study the structure of additive subgroups 
in prime rings with zero divisors, which are invariant under the action of 
special sets of automorphisms of the ring. The results of this type in the 
literature ought to be more widely known since they can be useful in 
problems requiring i~ormation about the subring, or subgroup, generated 
by special kinds of elements. Some examples are the set of nilpotent 
elements, or those of Fixed index, the set of algebraic elements, or those of 
fixed degree, the set of idempotents, the set of quasi-regular elements, and 
the set of regular elements. Our hope is to bring results about invariant 
subgroups to a larger audience, and to stimulate work on some interesting 
open problems. The theorems we prove essentially contain the known 
results as special cases. We also give a partial answer to a conjecture of 
Herstein [ 111 on invariant subrings in prime rings with nonzero Jacobson 
radical, as well as to an extension of that conjecture to additive subgroups. 
Before indicating how the subject developed and what the problems are, we 
ought to be specific about what kind of invariance we will be considering. 
To say that an additive subgroup W of the prime ring R is invariant with 
respect to a set S of quasi-regular elements of R means that 
( 1 + x) W( 1 + x)) ’ c W, for all x E S. Note that if y E R is the quasi-inverse 
of XES, then for WEW, (l+x)w(l+x)-‘=w+xw+wy+xwy, so 
(1 +x)w(i +x)-l makes sense regardless of whether R has an identity 
element. 
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THE MAIN PROBLEM AND ITS HISTORY 
Early work of Hattori [6] and Kasch [ 131 showed that a simple 
Artinian ring R cannot have a proper noncentral subalgebra which is 
invariant under conjugation by all inner automorphisms. Subsequently, 
Herstein conjectured [7] that by using Lie structure theory one should be 
able to show that any subring of a simple ring which is invariant under all 
automorphisms should be central or the whole ring. The first general result 
of importance for us which addresses this conjecture is due to Amitsur [ 1 J, 
who considered the case of a simple ring R which contains a nontrivial 
idempotent and has centroid 2. He proved that unless 2 = GF(2), any 
Z-subalgebra of R invariant with respect to T= {x E R 1 x2 = 0} must be 
central or R itself, and any Z-subspace invariant under T is central or 
contains [R, R]. This generalized the same result obtained for simple 
Artinian rings by Baxter [2], and like Baxter, Amitsur used the Lie 
structure theory for simple rings. Amitsur’s proof was a slight modification 
of Baxter’s [2] and depends on a simple computation involving eIements 
of square zero. Note that if W is a subspace of R invariant with respect to 
T, then for XET and WEB’, (l+x)w(l+x)-l-w=(l+~)~(l-~)- 
w  = [x, w] - XWXE W, where [a, b] = ab - ba, Baxter observed that for 
cEZ, c*([x, w]-xwx)-([cx, w]-(cx)w(cx))=(c2-c)[x, w]~ W. Using 
this, Amitsur showed that when R is a simple ring with idempotent, 
then [[R, R], W] c W, and the conclusion of his theorem follows from 
earlier results on the Lie structure theory in simple rings. Abstractly, the 
crucial elements of this argument are that W be a subspace and Z # GF(2), 
so that one can get something like ET, W] c W, and that R have an idem- 
potent, so that [L, W] c W for L a Lie ideal of R; in fact one can take 
L = [E, R] c (T, + ), the additive subgroup generated by T, where E is the 
additive subgroup generated by all idempotents [S, Lemma 1.10, p. 181. By 
looking at Amitsur’s argument in this more abstract way one can easily 
extend his result to other special subsets of quasi-regular elements [ 141, or 
more importantly, to prime rings [17, Theorem 14, p. 1241. Such a result 
is a partial answer to Herstein’s conjecture extended to prime rings: non- 
central invariant subrings should contain an ideal, and noncentral 
invariant subgroups should contain a Lie ideal, unless char R = 2 and 
RZ ~’ = M,(F), for F the quotient field of 2. 
Little progress was made on Herstein’s conjecture or its extension to 
prime rings. The results which appeared on invariant subrings which are 
not subalgebras, or for rings without idempotent were quite special, and 
gave no information on invariant additive subgroups. In [lo], Herstein 
proved his conjecture for prime rings containing a nonzero nil right ideal, 
if the subring is invariant with respect to the union of all nil right ideals, 
He also proved a result in prime rings with nonzero Jacobson radical J(R) 
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[ll, Theorem 1, p. 5681, and conjectured that if W is a subring invariant 
with respect to J(R) then W is central or contains a nonzero ideal when R 
has zero divisors, but that this dichotomy need not hold if R is a domain. 
In fact, a counterexample for domains was provided by Chacron [3 3, and 
an example of Dubrovin [S] shows the conjecture to be false in general. 
The only other results of which we are aware about invariant subrings 
in rings without an idempotent are either for commutative subrings or 
subrings having no nilpotent elements [ 151. 
The situation changed somewhat with another paper of Herstein [12]. 
The main aim of this work was to study Amitsur’s theorem more carefully 
when 2 = GF(2), but the methods also yield the expected generalization to 
prime rings R with idempotent and for subrings invariant with respect to 
(X E R j x2 = O>, except when R = ~~(G~(2)). The approach is loosely 
based on that in [IO], and also requires the notion of the extended cen- 
troid and Martindale quotient ring (see [ 181 or [IS]). The results in [12] 
and Herstein’s general approach enabled Chuang [4] to obtain a very nice 
general result for additive subgroups invariant with respect to all elements 
of square zero. Although Chuang does not assume the existence of an 
idempotent in R, it is essential for his argument that there be an idempo- 
tent in a ring closely related to R and sitting inside the Martindale quotient 
ring of R. 
This paper is motivated by Chuang’s and is in part an attempt to obtain 
his result without any assumption of an idempotent. Our purpose is to 
come as close as possible to proving Herstein’s conjecture for prime rings. 
The problem with trying to prove such invariance theorems is how to use 
the hypothesis. In general, it is difficult to write down an automorphism 
with which one can compute. To work at all on Herstein’s conjecture 
requires a rich source of such automorphisms, and the most obvious and 
readily available are those arising from nilpotent elements. Now an easy 
example in [ 11 shows that Herstein’s conjecture is false for simple 
domains, and the example in [3] shows that domains also cause problems 
even when J(R) is not zero, so it is reasonable to consider rings with zero 
divisors. In this case, since our rings are prime, they contain nilpotent 
elements. Thus any additive subgroup invariant under all automorphisms 
must be invariant with respect to the elements of square zero. Our basic 
hypothesis will be this minimal one that the subgroups under consideration 
are invariant with respect to elements of square zero. That something more 
must be assumed follows from the example in [S]. In a sense, one must 
make sure that there are enough elements of square zero, and our other 
assumptions have the effect of doing this. We proceed in the same vein as 
[ 12,4]. The real work is in finding the appropriate technical computations 
to overcome the handicap of not having an idempotent. Granting that a 
number of our technical lemmes use the same general ideas and approach 
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as those in [ 10, 12,4], our results are independent of those, imply essen- 
tially all the known results, and give genuinely new results, especially when 
R is a simple ring. Also, our lemmas enable us to obtain results about 
invariant subrings and invariant additive subgroups when J(R) # 0. 
AN EXTENSION OF AMITSUR'S THEOREM 
Throughout the paper, R will denote a prime ring with center Z and 
extended centroid C (see [ 181 or [9]). For any subset S c R, (S, + ) is the 
additive subgroup of R generated by S, and T(S) = {x E SI x2 = O}. We 
shall henceforth assume that R is not a domain, and so, both T = T(R) # 0 
and T(Z) # 0 for any nonzero ideal Z of R. As we implied in discussing 
Amitsur’s theorem, the Lie structure theory of R plays a key role in what 
follows. Recall that a Lie ideal L of R is an additive subgroup so that 
[x, r] = xr - rx E L for all x E L and r E R. The important results about Lie 
ideals which we shall need can be found in [17], and we record them for 
the convenience of the reader. 
THEOREM A. Let R be a prime ring, L a Lie ideal of R, and V an 
additive subgroup of R. Zf char R = 2, assume that RC # M*(C). 
(1) Zf L is commutative, that is, [L, L] = 0, then L c Z. 
(2) Zf [L, V] c Z and L is not commutative, then Vc Z. 
(3) Zf L is not commutative then L I [Z, R] for Z a nonzero ideal of R. 
(4) Zf L is not commutative and [L, V] c V then either V c Z or 
V 3 [Z, R] for Z a nonzero ideal of R. Furthermore, if V is a subring of R, 
then either V c Z or VI Z, a nonzero ideal of R. 
One particular consequence of Theorem A is that if char R # 2, or if R 
does not satisfy the standard polynomial identity Sq, then there is no dis- 
tinction between a noncentral Lie ideal, a noncommutative Lie ideal, or a 
Lie ideal containing [Z, R]. Note also that when R contains an idempotent, 
L = [E, R] c (T, + ) as we indicated above, and L is not commutative 
since [e, r] = er( 1 - e) - (1 -e) re cannot be central. Our first main result 
uses the assumption that (T, + ) contains a Lie ideal, and so, generalizes 
the case when R contains an idempotent. Examples of such rings are matrix 
rings over suitable domains D. Specifically one can start with the free 
algebra C{ X} over the field C in a set of indeterminates X and let D be the 
ideal generated by X. If R = M,(D) then R has no idempotent since D has 
a degree function, and [R, R] c (T, + ). The proof of Theorem 1 is a 
technical extension of Amitsur’s argument using Baxter’s computation and 
must deal with the problems of considering additive subgroups and of not 
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having an idempotent. We put a restriction on C rather than on Z, which 
shows, as in [ 12,4], that the bulk of the work to follow really concerns the 
case C = GF(2). 
We let M= M(R) denote the set of quasi-regular elements of R and 
recall that an additive subgroup W of R is invariant with respect to SC M 
if (1 +x) W( 1 + x)-i c W for each x E S. Finally, it will be convenient to 
set F(t,w)=(l+t)w(l+t)-l--w for ~EM and WEW. Note that 
F(t,w)=[t,w](l+t)-‘EWif WisinvariantunderSand tES,andthat 
if t E T then F(t, w) = [t, w] - twt. 
THEOREM 1. Let R be a prime ring so that C # GF(2) and if char R = 2 
then RC # M,(C). Let W be an additive subgroup of R invariant with respect 
to T(I), for I a nonzero ideal of R. If (T(R), + ) contains a noncommutative 
Lie ideal L of R, then either W c Z or W 1 [A, R] for A a nonzero ideal of 
R. Furthermore, if W is a subring of R, then either W c Z or W contains a 
nonzero ideal of R. 
Proof We first observe that our assumption on T(R) transfers to T(I). 
Specifically, if t E T(I) and x E T(R), then xtx E T(I), and since (T(I), + ) is 
invariant with respect to T(R), [t, x] = F( -x, t) + xtx E (T(I), + ). Thus 
[(T(I), + ), (T(R), + )I = (T(I), +) so in particular, [(T(I), +), L] c 
(T(I), + ), and it follows from Theorem A that (T(I), + ) I> [A, R] = U for 
some nonzero ideal A of R. 
Next assume char R # 2 and use Baxter’s computation. For w  E W and 
tET(I), 2[t,w]=F(t,w)-F(-t,w)E W, which implies that [W,2U]c W. 
Using Theorem A, we conclude first that 2U is a noncommutative Lie ideal 
of R, and then that the theorem is proved, including the case when W 
is a subring. Consequently, we may assume char R = 2 and consider a 
natural subobject in W mentioned in [4, p. 1251. For CE C set W(c) = 
{w E WI cw E W}. It is clear that W(c) is an additive subgroup of R, is 
subring if W is, and is invariant with respect to T(I). 
Assume for some c E C - GF(2) that W(c’) & Z and choose a nonzero 
ideal B of R satisfying B c I and cB + c2Bc I [ 18, p. 5771. Now for 
w  E W(c’) and x E T(B), F(x, w) E W(c’) and F(cx, w) E W, so it follows 
that (c’ + c)[x, w] = c’F(x, w) + F(cx, w) E W. As we saw just above, 
there is a noncommutative Lie ideal U of R so that [A, R] c UC 
(T( (c2 + c) B), + ), for A a nonzero ideal of R, and we may conclude that 
[U, W(c*)] c W. But now c’[[A, B], W(c’)] = [[A, c2B], W(c2)] c 
[U, W(c2)1 = W, and so [[A, Bl, W(c*)] c W(c2). Once again, Theorem A 
shows first that [A, B] is a noncommutative Lie ideal of R, and then that 
the proof of the theorem is complete. Therefore, we may assume that 
W(c’) c Z for all c E C- GF(2), and so it follows that W(c2) n T= 0. 
As in the last paragraph, for any c E C- GF(2), let Bc I be a nonzero 
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ideal of R satisfying cB + c2B c I. Observe that if w  E W, t E T(B), and r E R, 
then both trt and c’trt are in T(Z). Thus F(trt, F(t, w)) = trtwt + twtrt E 
Tn W, and then computing F(c2trt, F(t, w)) shows that, in fact, trtwt + 
twtrt E Tn W(c*) =O. It is well known [18, Theorem 1, p. 5771 that this 
equality forces twr = dt for some dE C. Should d= 0 for all choices of t and 
w, then F(c’t, w)=c’[t, w] E W, so F(t, w)= [t, w] E W(c’) resulting in 
[(T(B), + ), W] c W(c*) c 2. We have seen that (T(B), + ) contains a 
noncommutative Lie ideal U. Hence, [U, W] c Z and W c Z follows from 
Theorem A. Consequently, we may assume that for some w  E W and 
t E T(B), twt = dt # 0. But now, for any r, s E R, F( trt, F( tst, w)) = trtwtst + 
tstwtrt = d(trtst + tstrt) E T n W(c2) = 0. Since d # 0, R satisfies the 
generalized polynomial identity tXr Yt = t YtXt so by Martindale’s theorem 
[ 18, Theorem 3, p. 5791, RC is a primitive ring with H= Soc(RC) # 0, and 
if eRC is a minimal right ideal in RC, then eRCe = eC [9, Theorem 1.3.1, 
p. 241. 
Since our hypothesis ensures that RC # M2(C), it follows that H must 
contain at least three primitive orthogonal idempotents. Let e, f, and g be 
any such, and choose a nonzero ideal V of R which satisfies Vc Z and 
c2 V + e V + Vf + Vg c R [ 181. Note that for r, s E V4, all of erf, c2erf, and 
esg are in T(Z), so we have F(erf, F(esg, w)) = erfwesg+ esgwerfe 
Tn W(c’) = 0 for all w  E W. The orthogonality of f and g yields 
eV4fWeV4g = 0, and so the fact that R is a prime ring forces jWe = 0. 
But now [ W, erf ] = F(erf W) c W(c’) c Z, and for w  E W, [w, erf I3 = 0, 
which results in 0 = [ W, eV4f ] = [ W, eV4Cfl = [ W, eHf 1. This holds for 
all primitive, orthogonal idempotents e and f in H and implies that 
[ W, eHe] = [ W, (eHf)(fHe)] = 0. In particular, [ W, e] = 0, and now 
W c R n C = Z holds since H is generated as an algebra by its primitive 
idempotents, completing the proof of the theorem. 
It is clear from Theorem 1 that the major difficulty in proving a general 
invariance theorem along the lines of Herstein’s conjecture, extended to 
additive subgroups, is the case C= GF(2). The major effort in both [ 123 
and [4] is to handle this case. As in these papers, the approach in the case 
C= GF(2) is essentially independent of this assumption. We also want to 
weaken the assumption that (T, +) contains a Lie ideal of R. Of course, 
a general result on invariant subgroups would imply that (T, + ) does 
contain a Lie ideal, but nevertheless, our results will give some information 
even when one does not know if (T, + ) contains a Lie ideal. 
Before proceeding to a number of technical lemmas, we clear up the 
situation when char R = 2 and RC = M,(C). Simply put, Theorem 1 fails 
for invariant additive subgroups in this case. There is a detailed study of 
this situation in [4], but for completeness we give an easy example, which 
is a special case of Chuang’s. 
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EXAMPLE 1. LetCbeafieldsothatcharC=2andC#{c21cEC}.Set 
w={(e’- y) EM2W)} 
and note that W is an additive subgroup of M2(C). That W is invariant 
with respect to T is a straightforward computation using the fact that XE T 
forces 
with x2 = yz. Now W is not central and W cannot contain a noncentral Lie 
ideal L, for if L c W with 
Y= 
and b2#0, then for any dEC-{c*IcEC}, [db&‘e,,, Y]EL- W, a 
contradiction. 
The situation for invariant subrings when RC = M2( C) is a consequence 
of Herstein’s Theorem [ 12, Theorem, p. 261. To keep our results independ- 
ent of his, and because our assumption of invariance under T(Z) is formally 
weaker than his, we give a fairly easy computation which disposes of this 
case. 
THEOREM 2. Let R be a prime ring with char R = 2 and RC = M2( C). If 
W is a subring of R invariant with respect to T(I), for Z a nonzero ideal of 
R, then either C = GF(2), WC Z, or W contains a nonzero ideal of R. 
Proof R is prime and satisfies the standard polynomial identity S4, so 
by [19], Z # 0, C is the quotient field of Z, and the central localization 
IZ -’ = RZ -’ = RC = M,(C). Assume C# GF(2) and let {e,} be the usual 
matrix units in M,(C), so er2 = tc- ’ for c E Z and t E T(Z). Note that 
W + WZ is invariant under T(Z) and so F(x, w) E W + WZ for x E T(Z) and 
w  E W+ WZ. Choose dE Z - GF(2), w E W+ WZ, and compute dF(t, w) + 
F(dt, w)=(d+d2)twte W+ WZ, from which we obtain c2(d+d2)e12we12E 
W+ WZ. A similar computation, starting with i= e,,F, shows that 
F2(d+d2) e21we2, E W+ WZ. It follows that if either e,, We,,=0 or 
e2, We,, = 0, then both are zero, and so for each w  E W, w = aelI + be,,, for 
a, bEC. But then F(t, w)=c(a+b)e,,Ee,, We,,=O, forcing a=b and 
w  E CZ, n R = Z. Consequently, WC Z unless e,, We,, # 0 and e2, We,, # 0. 
Now, using c2(d+d2) e,, We,, c WC leads to e12E WC, and similarly, 
e,, E WC. The upshot of this, since W is a subring, is that WC= M,(C), so 
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W is a prime ring, is not a domain, and satisfies S,. Hence M2( C) = 
WZ(W))’ and zellE Wfor some ZEZ(W)-{O}. Set ell=e and e*z=f, 
so ze, zf~ W, zeZzf c T(Z), and also F(z’erf, ze) = z3erfE W for all r E I. 
Thus z’eZfc W, and similarly z3fle c W. It follows that z6eZfZc z6eZjZe + 
z6eZjZf c W and that z6Zfle c z”eZfZe + z6flfZe c W, so W contains the 
nonzero ideal z’*ZfleZfZ. 
We need the well-known counterexample for R = M,(GF(2)). 
EXAMPLE 2. In R = M,(GF(2)) let 
Then W is a noncentral subring of R invariant under conjugation by all 
units of R. 
Our next theorem, for rings satisfying a generalized polynomial identity 
(GPI), is as general a theorem as one can get since C= GF(2) is included, 
and no formal assumption about T(Z) containing a Lie ideal is made. 
Although it is special, it will be useful to have later, and it indicates how 
Chuang [4] could remove the assumption of an idempotent in R, as long 
as one exists “close” to R. The first part of our argument is a fairly well- 
known computation which is essentially like that given in [12, proof of 
Lemma 6, p. 303 or [4, proof of Lemma 1, p. 1171. 
THEOREM 3. Let R be a prime ring which satisfies a nonzero GPZ. Zf W 
is an additive subgroup of R invariant with respect to T(Z) for Z a nonzero 
ideal of R, then either WC Z, WI [A, R] for a nonzero ideal A of R, or 
char R = 2 and RZ -’ = RC = M2( C). Zf W is also a subring of R, then 
either W c Z, W contains a nonzero ideal of R, or R = M,(GF(2)). 
Proof: From the hypothesis and our general assumption that R is not 
a domain, we may conclude that RC is a primitive ring with socle Z-Z which 
contains nontrivial idempotents [ 18, Theorem 3, p. 5973. For any proper 
idempotent e E H set f = 1 - e E RC + C, and choose a nonzero ideal J of R 
satisfying eJ + Je + eJe c R. Note first for any x E J, [e, x] = exf - fxe E 
(T(R), + ). Also, for y E J, the idempotents e + eyf and e + fye have the 
same properties of multiplication with J that e does, so we obtain 
[eJf + fJe, J] c (T(R), + ). The identity [ab, c] = [a, bc] + [b, ca] shows 
that [A, J] c (T(R), + ), where A is the subring generated by eJf and fJe, 
and it follows that L = [ JeJfJ, J] c (T(R), + ). Since (T(R), + ) contains a 
noncommutative Lie ideal of R, applying Theorem 1, and then Theorem 2, 
finishes the proof, unless C = GF(2). 
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Assuming C = GF(2) means that R = RC, and because we may as well 
take R # M,(GF(2)), we must conclude that H = Sot(R) contains at least 
three orthogonal idempotents. Also, since H is the unique minimal ideal of 
R, H c 1. For any w  E W, e, f, and g orthogonal idempotents in H, and 
r, x, y E H, F( gxf, F(eyg, F(erf, w))) = erf~e~gxf~ W. Consequently, either 
fwe = 0 or eHf c W. Suppose first that eHfC W. Then F(frg, eHf) c W 
yields eHg c W and F( gre, eHf )c W yields gHf c: W. It follows that 
eZZf C W for any orthogonal idempotents e, f E H, and so, (r(H), + ) c W 
forcing [H, H] c W [S, pp. 18-191; and when W is a subring, H c W, 
Therefore, we may assume that f We = 0 for any primitive orthogonal idem- 
potents e and j But now Z’(ehS, W) = [ehf, w] E W, forcing [eHS, W] c W, 
and so again, [Y’(H), W] c W and I: [ H, H], W] c W. Using fwe = 0 and 
Theorem A shows that WC 2, completing the proof. 
TECHNICAL RESULTS FOR INVARIANCE UNDER T(Z) 
In this section we prove some technical lemmas which will show that an 
invariant subgroup which is not central must contain nilpotent elements, 
and is prime in that x Wy = 0 forces x = 0 or y = 0. This last result is [ 12, 
Lemma 5, p. 291 and is much more difficult for us because we assume 
neither the existence of an idempotent, nor a Lie ideal in (T, +). The 
results we obtain are essential facts for our main results and will also be 
useful in obtaining information about inva~ant subgroups when J(R) # 0. 
Our first lemma is easy and well known [ 17, proof of Lemma 9, p. 1201 
but we include a proof for completeness. 
LEMMA 1. Zf L is a noncommutative Lie ideal of R and xLy = 0 for 
x,y~R, theneitherx=Oory=O. 
Proof: Suppose xLky = 0, let UE L, v E Lk, r E R, and observe that 
x[u, vyr] y = 0. One sees that XL k+ ‘y = 0, if y # 0, so that xEy = 0, where 
r is the subring generated by L. But L contains a nonzero ideal of R 
[S, proof of Lemma 1.3, p. 41, so the primeness of R forces either x = 0 or 
y = 0. 
One particular consequence of Lemma 1 which is crucial in our 
investigations is that if (7; + ) contains a noncommutative Lie ideal and 
tTt = 0 for t E T, then t = 0. For technical reasons we must assume this 
“semi-prime” condition on T holds, since we do not want to assume that 
(T, $ ) contains a Lie ideal. Also, this assumption prevents the right 
annihilators in R from being linearly ordered, and so avoids the counter- 
example in [5]. Later we will show that this condition must hold in most 
cases of interest. 
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DEFINITION. For Z a nonzero ideal of R, T(Z) is called semi-prime if 
tT(Z) t = 0 for t E T(Z) implies t = 0. 
LEMMA 2. For any nonzero ideal Z of R, T(Z) is semi-prime if and only 
if T= T(R) is semi-prime. 
Proof: Suppose that T(Z) is semi-prime but tTt = 0 for t E T. Then for 
any y E Z, both tyt E T(Z) and tytT(Z) tyt = 0, so tyt = 0 follows. But now 
tZt = 0 and R is a prime ring so t = 0 results, proving that T is semi-prime. 
Now assume that T is semi-prime and that XE T(Z) satisfies xT(Z)x =O. 
Then txrxt E T(Z) for r E R and t E T, so xtxrxtx =O. Thus xtxRxtx = 0, 
forcing XTX = 0, and x = 0 follows since T is semi-prime. 
At this point we should note that there are prime rings for which T(R) 
is not semi-prime, besides the complicated example of Dubrovin [S]. One 
such example is R = F(x, y}/(x2) [9, pp. 10551081, where F is any field, 
because T= Fx + xRx is a subring with trivial multiplication. Also, each 
quasi-regular element is in F+ T. Our results will certainly be false for a 
ring such as this. The example makes clear that some assumption other 
than T # 0 is needed to obtain a meaningful invariance theorem. Our next 
lemma is a simple but important step for what follows. 
LEMMA 3. Let W be a nonzero additive subgroup of R invariant with 
respect to T(Z), for Z a nonzero ideal of R. Zf T(Z) is semi-prime, then either 
Wx=O or xW=O implies x=0, for XER, 
Proof: Assume x W = 0, and let t E T(Z) and w  E W. Then xtw( 1 - t) = 
x( 1 + t) w( 1 - t) = 0, and it follows that XT(Z) w = 0. Since wZx c T(Z) and 
(wlx) T(Z)( wlx) = 0, the fact that T(Z) is semi-prime results in wZx = 0. But 
W # 0 and R is a prime ring, so x = 0. The same conclusion holds when 
Wx = 0 by a similar argument. 
We come to another necessary technical result whose conclusion is quite 
easy to obtain in the presence of an idempotent [ 12, proof of Lemma 2, 
p. 271. The last part of our argument is adapted from [ 15, proof of 
Theorem 1, p. 5343. Recall that M is the set of quasi-regular elements of R. 
It is easy to see that (M, + ) is a subring of R. In our subsequent results 
we shall assume that (M, + ) contains a nonzero ideal of R, which is 
equivalent to assuming that it contains a noncommutative Lie ideal of R 
[8, proof of Lemma 1.3, p. 43. Thus, this assumption includes both 
J(R) # 0 and when R contains an idempotent as special cases. 
LEMMA 4. Let Z be a nonzero ideal of R so that T(Z) is semi-prime. Then 
W={r~Rltrt=O for all tET(Z)} commutes with T(Z). Furthermore, if 
(M, + ) contains a nonzero ideal of R, then W c Z. 
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Proof. First, it is clear that W= ( W, + ) and that W is invariant with 
respect to T(Z). We claim that W is a subring of R, and to see this we need 
only show that W* c W. Let u, v E W and t E T(Z). Since tut = 0 we have 
tu E T, and so, tuvtu = 0. Replacing t with trt for any r E R yields 
trtuvtrtu = 0, which shows that tuvtR is a right ideal of R, nil of index 3. 
But R is a prime ring, so Levitzki’s theorem [8, Lemma 1.1, p. 1 ] forces 
tuvt = 0, and W* c W as claimed. 
The definition of W and its invariance under T(Z) show that 
F(t, w) = [t, w] E W for any t E T(Z). Also, for v E W, we have seen that 
tu E T(Z), so we also obtain t[v, w] = [ tv, w] - [t, w] v E W, because W 
is a subring. Therefore, T(Z)[ W, W] c W. Now [ W, W] c W so for 
y E [ W, W] we have yt E T(Z) for t E T(Z), and then for any x E T(Z), 
(yt)x( yt) E ytT(Z)[ W, W] t c yt Wt = 0. The assumption that T(Z) is semi- 
prime results in yt = 0, yielding [ W, W] T(Z) = 0. But (T(Z), + ) is nonzero 
and invariant under T(Z), so Lemma 3 implies that [ W, W] = 0. 
As we observed above F(t, w) = [t, w] E W for w  E W and t E T(Z). Using 
that W is a subring implies also that [t, w] E Wn T(Z). For any 
u, v E Wn T(Z) and t E T(Z), the commutativity of W shows that 
[u, [v, t]] = 0, and so, 0 = uu[u, [o, t]], which yields uvT(Z) uv = 0. Since 
uv E T(Z), the semi-primeness of T(Z) forces uv = 0. Consequently, 
( Wn T(Z))2 = 0 and Wn T(Z) = 0 follows from the invariance of 
(Wn T(Z), +) with respect to T(Z), and Lemma 3. In particular, 
[T(Z), W] = 0, proving the first statement of the theorem. 
Now we show that W c Z if M 3 A, a nonzero ideal of R. We claim that 
T(W) = 0. If w, u E T(W), then certainly ulu c T(Z) and by what has just 
been proven [ulu, w] = 0. Thus 0 = w[uZu, w] = wulwu, using the com- 
mutativity of W. But now wu = 0, which implies that (T(W), + )’ = 0, and 
so T(W) = 0 by Lemma 3 since (T(W), + ) is obviously invariant with 
respect to T(Z). Next, use [T(Z), W] =0 to write 0 = t[r, w] t = [trt, w] 
for any w  E W, r E R, and t E T(Z). Thus, t[r, w] E T(Z), resulting in 
0 = [ t[r, w], u] = t [ [r, w], u], for u E W, so applying Lemma 3 again 
yields [ [R, W], W] = 0. 
The definition of W implies that W is invariant with respect to M, so if 
qEA4 and WE W then F(q, w)= [q, w](l+q))‘E W. The equality just 
derived and the commutativity of W show that [q, w] [( 1 + q)-l, w] = 
[[q,~](l+q)~‘,w]=O. Set y=(l+q)[(l+q))‘,w] and observe that 
for any XE Z, yx[q, w](l + q)-’ E T(Z). Since [T(Z), W] = 0, we have 
O= CyxCq, wl(1 +q)F1, Cq, wl(l +q)-‘I= yx(Cq, wl(l +q)-l)*, and it 
follows that y = 0 or [q, w]( 1 + q)-l E T(W) = 0. In either case, it is easy to 
see that [q, w] = 0. Therefore, [M, W] = 0, so [A, W] = 0, which implies 
that WC 2, completing the proof of the lemma. 
We can now obtain the important fact that an invariant subgroup must 
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intersect T(Z), or be central. The proof uses some of the same computations 
as in Theorem 1 and Theorem 2. 
LEMMA 5. Let W be an additive subgroup of R invariant with respect to 
T(Z) for Z a nonzero ideal of R with T(Z) semi-~r~rne. If (M, + ) co~tu~ns a 
nmzero ideal of R and if W n T(Z) = 0, then either W c 2 or char R = 2 and 
RC = M2( C). 
ProoJ Let t E T(Z), WE W, and r E R. Then F( - trt, F(t, w)) = 
trtwt + twtrt E Wn T(Z) = 0, so as in the proof of Theorem 1 [18, 
Theorem 1, p. 5771, twt = ct for c E C. Should c = 0 for all choices of t and 
W, then t Wt = 0 for all t E 7’(Z), and W c 2 follows from Lemma 4. Hence, 
we may assume that twt = ct # 0 for suitable t and w. But now, for r, s E R, 
F( - trt, F(tst, w)) = c( trtst + tstrt) E W n T(Z) = 0, and c # 0 implies that R 
satisfies a nonzero GPZ. Using Theorem 3 we need only consider the 
possibility that W=, [A, R] for A a nonzero ideal of R. But now, for 
tET(AnZ)and t#O, W=,[t,Rt]=tRt, whichmeans tRtc WnT(Z)=O, 
a contradiction. 
Next, we see that an invariant subgroup W is “semi-prime,” a result 
corresponding to [ 12, Lemma 2, p. 271. As in [ 121, this result is an impor- 
tant step in showing that W is “prime.” 
LEMMA 6. Let W be an additive s~bgro~F of R invariant with respect to 
T(Z), for Z a nonzero ideal of R with T(Z) semi-prime. Zf (M, + ) contains a 
nonzero ideal of R and if a Wa = 0 for a E W, then a = 0. 
Proof. Note that a3EaWa = 0, let t E T(Z), rE R, and consider O= 
aF(trt, a)a = atrta2 - a2trta - atrtatrta. Linearizing on r yields atrtatxta + 
atxtatrta =O, then replacing x by a2, right multiplying by ta2 and using 
a2tata2 = a2F( t, a) a2 = 0 results in ata2tatrtata2 = 0. It follows that 
RtataZtat is nil of index 2, and so, Levitzki’s theorem shows tata2tat =O. 
But now 0 = tataF( t, a) atata = ( ta)6, and replacing t with trt leads to 
tat = 0, by another application of Levitzki’s theorem. By Lemma 4, a E 2, 
and since a3 =O, a=0 must hold. 
Our proof that W is “prime” is considerably more involved than either 
corresponding result [ 12, Lemma 5, p. 291 or [4, Lemma 3, p. 1 IS], 
because we assume no idempotent and do not have the result for subrings. 
LEMMA 7. Let W be an additive subgroup of R invariant with respect to 
T(I), for Z a nonzero ideal of R with T(Z) semi-prime. Zf (M, + ) contains a 
nonzero ideal of R and ly x, y E R satisfy x Wy = 0, then either x = 0, y = 0, 
WcZ,orcharR=2andRC=M,(C). 
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Proof. Assume throughout that x #O and y #O. Thus yZx#O, and for 
some r E Z, a = yrx #O and satisfies a Wa = 0. Consequently, we may 
assume that x = y E I- (0). Next, note that x W c Z’(Z) and Wx c T(Z). We 
proceed under the assumption that W n T(Z) # 0 and obtain a contradic- 
tion. For any u, u, w  E W we have 0 = xF(xu, u)x = x2uux, which shows that 
x2 W2x = 0, and also, 0 = xF( wx, F(xu, u))x = x2uuwx2, which shows that 
x2 W3x2 = 0. If, in this last equation, u = s E Wn T(Z) and w  is replaced 
with F(s, w), one obtains x2uswsx2 =O. Now F(x’u, s) = [x*u, s], since 
x2 W2x2 = 0, and [x’u, s] W[x2u, s] = 0 follows from the computations 
above, so [x2u, s] =0 by Lemma 6. Consequently, x[x’W, Wn T(Z)] = 0, 
and we may conclude that x3 W( W n T(Z)) = 0. Since we are assuming that 
W n T(Z) # 0, and it is certainly invariant under T(Z), Lemma 3 first forces 
x3 W = 0 and then x3 = 0. But (xrx) W(xrx) = 0 for any r E R, so (xrx)3 = 0 
follows, and using Levitzki’s theorem again on Rx* yields x2 = 0. 
Next, take t E T(Z), r E R, and u, u E W so that 0 = xF(t, F(xrx, F(ux, u)))x 
= xF(t, -xrxuux)x=xtxrxuuxtx. Since R is a prime ring, we must 
have xW’xT(Z)x =O. However, xW2xc T(Z) so the assumption that 
T(Z) is semi-prime forces xW2x = 0. Now for w  E W and s E Wn T(Z), 
0 = xsF(s, w)x = xswsx, and it follows that [x, s] W[x, s] = 0. But [x, s] = 
F(x, S)E W, so Lemma 6 gives [x, Wn T(Z)] = 0. Using xW2x= 0, 
we obtain xw Wxw = 0 for w  E W, where of course xw E T(Z), and 
[xw, Wn T(Z)] =0 results. It follows that x[ W, Wn T(Z)] =O, so that 
applying Lemma 3 yields [ W, W n T(Z)] = 0, since x # 0. Consequently, if 
u E Wn T(Z), u Wu = 0 forcing u = 0 by Lemma 6. This contradicts our 
assumption that Wn T(Z) # 0, which means that Wn T(Z) = 0 must hold. 
Applying Lemma 5 completes the proof. 
Our next to last lemma is based on [4, Lemma 5, p. 1201. It is an 
extension of Lemma 7 which we need. 
LEMMA 8. Let W be an additive subgroup of R inuuriant with respect to 
T(Z), for Z a nonzero ideal of R with T(Z) semi-prime, and suppose that 
(44, + ) contains a nonzero ideal of R. Zf x, y E R - {0}, xy = 0 and 
dim,x WCy is finite, then either W c Z, W 3 [A, R] for A a nonzero ideal 
of R, or char R = 2 and RC = M2( C). 
Proof. Since Ix # 0 and yZ# 0, without loss of generality, we may 
assume that x, y E I- (0). Also, if Wn T(Z) = 0, then the lemma follows 
from Lemma 5. Consequently, choose w  E Wn T(Z) with w  # 0 and for 
r, s E R consider 
xF(w, F( yrx, F( ysx, w))) y = xwyrxwysxwy + xwysxwyrxwy. 
Setting u = xwy enables us to write urusu + usuru E x Wy for all r, s E R. Thus, 
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if dim, xWCy = n, then for any ri, si, de R, {ur,us,ud+ usiur,udl 1 < i< 
n + 1 } is C-dependent. It follows that by taking the standard identity 
$I + 1(X, 3 *..9 xn + 1 ) and replacing each Xi with uX,uY,uX,,+ oY,uX,uX, 
gives a nonzero GPI for R, provided that u # 0. Therefore, if u # 0, 
using Theorem 3 proves the lemma. On the other hand, if u = 0, then 
x( W n T(Z), + ) y = 0, and applying Lemma 7 completes the proof. 
Our last and most important lemma is based on a clever computation of 
Chuang [4, pp. 119-1201. In order to obtain his main result as a conse- 
quence of our work, we need to state the next lemma slightly more 
generally than would otherwise be required. To do this we remind the 
reader that for each element q in Q, the Martindale quotient ring of R, 
there is a nonzero ideal Z of R so that Zq c R and Zq # 0 cl8 J. The sym- 
metric quotient ring N of R consists of those q E Q so that Zq + qZc R for 
some nonzero ideal Z of R. Note that RCc N. 
LEMMA 9. Let W be an additive subgroup of R invariant with respect to 
T(Z), for Z a nonzero ideal of R with T(Z) semi-prime, and assume that 
(IV, + ) contains a nonzero ideal of R. Then either: WI [A, R] for A a non- 
zero ideal of R; W c Z; char R = 2 and RC = M,(C); or wheneuer x, y E N 
with xy = 0 there is a nonzero ideal Z(x, y) of R so that yZ(x, y)x c W. 
Proof Assume. throughout the proof that none of the first three 
conclusions holds. Let x, y E N with xy = 0 and assume x # 0 and y # 0, 
since otherwise take Z(x, y) = R. From the definition of N we may conclude 
that rx, ys~R-(0) f or some r, s E R, and so, rx WCys is an infinite 
dimensional C-subspace of RC by Lemma 8. Choose U, w  E W so that 
rxwys # 0 and rxuys $ Crxwys, and let A be a nonzero ideal of R satisfying 
A c Z and Ax + xA + Ay + yA + xAy + yAx c Z. Suppose that whenever 
{ ai, bi 11 d i < n} c A satisfies C a,xwyb, = 0, then also C a,xuyb, = 0. It 
follows that q, defined by (C sjxwytj)q = C sjxuyt,, is an R-R bimodule 
mapping from the ideal AxwyA of R to R, and so, qE C ([18, proof of 
Theorem 1, p. 5773 or [4, pp. 119-1201). In particular C sj(qxwy - xuy)t, 
= 0, which implies that A(qxwy - xuy) A = 0, and so xuy = qxwy, contra- 
dicting the choice of u and w. Therefore, C a,xwyb, = 0 but x a,xuyb, # 0 
for some {ai, bi} c A. For now, fix such a set in A. 
For any, s, t E A, ( ysa,x, yb, tx} c T(Z), so xi F( - ysa,x, F( yb, tx, w)) = 
xi (ysa,xwyb,tx + ybitxwysaix) E W. The choice of {a,., bi} reduces this 
expression to y(C, bi txwysa,)x E W. Set B = AxwyA, so that xi yb,Ba,x c 
W, and note that B # 0 since xwy # 0. Now choose s, t E ABA and as above 
compute xi F( -ysaix, F(ybitx, u)) = xi ysaixuybitx+xi yb,txuysa,x E W. 
Since the last summation is an element in xi yb,Ba,x c W, we may 
conclude that yABA& a,xuyb,) ABAx c W, and 11 aixuybi # 0 by choice 
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of u. Consequently, taking 1(x, y) = ABA(C a,xuyb,) ABA completes the 
proof. 
The hypothesis of Lemma 9 is the least one can hope to assume with the 
techniques available, and a reasonable invariance theorem would be the 
statement of the lemma without the last possible conclusion. It may be that 
whenever this last possibility occurs, then in fact W must contain a Lie 
ideal of R. Unfortunately, we are not able to prove this unless R is a simple 
ring, or more generally, unless R has a simple ideal, called the heart of R. 
MAIN RESULTS 
For the most part, our main results are for simple rings, although to 
avoid the last conclusion of Lemma 9 it s&ices to consider subdirectly 
irreducible rings. The unique minimal nonzero ideal of such a ring is called 
its heart. Our first main result shows that Theorem 1 holds when 
char R = 2, if R is a simple ring. 
THEOREM 4. Let R be a subdirectly irreducible ring with heart H, and 
assume that (T(R), f ) 3 L, a ~on~omm~tative Lie ideal of R. If W is an 
additive subgroup of R invariant with respect to T(H), then either W c Z, 
WI [H, R], or R = M,(C) and char R = 2. If W is a suhring, then either 
WcZ, WD H, or R=M,(GF(2)). 
ProoJ Note first that using Lemma 1 shows that T(R) is semi-prime, 
so T(H) is semi-prime by Lemma 2. Next, since (M, + ) is a subring 
and L c (T(R), + ) c (M, + ), it follows that Hc (M, + ) [S, proof of 
Lemma 1.3, p. 43. Hence Lemma 9 may be applied and proves the theorem, 
when W is an additive subgroup, unless tHt c Wn H for each t E T(H). In 
this case, since Wn H is invariant with respect to T(H), we have 
F(t, w) + twt = [t, w] E Wn H for each t E T(H) and w  E Wn H. Conse- 
quently, [(T(H), + ), Wn H] c Wn H, and since the ~ginning of the 
proof of Theorem 1 shows that UC (T(H), + ) for U a noncommutative 
Lie ideal of R, Theorem A can be applied to complete the proof of the 
theorem, when W is an additive subgroup. If W is also a subring, then the 
possibility W=, [H, R] forces WI H by [S, Corollary, p. 91. Otherwise, W 
is central or R = M,(C) and char R = 2, in which case the theorem follows 
from Theorem 2. 
Our next theorem shows that for subrings one can replace the assump- 
tion in Theorem 4 that (T(I), + ) contain a Lie ideal by the weaker one 
that (M, + ) contains an ideal, provided that T is semi-prime. 
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THEOREM 5. Let R be a subdirectly irreducible ring with heart 
H c (M, + ), and assume that T(H) is semi-prime. If W is a subring of R 
invariant with respect to T(H), then either WcZ, WxH, or 
R = M,( GF(2)). 
Prooji By Lemma 9 either WC Z, Wx [H, R], RC = M,(C) and 
char R = 2, or for each t E T(H), tHt c W. Since W is a subring, the second 
possibility yields Wx H [S, Corollary, p. 93, and the third gives the 
desired conclusion using Theorem 2. Thus, we may assume that W contains 
W,, = C tHt for each t E T(H). Clearly, W, is invariant with respect to M, 
since for qEM, (l+q)tHt(l+q)-‘=iHifor i=(l+q)t(l+q)-I. Also, 
since (T(H), + ) is invariant with respect to T(H), t( 1 + q) - ’ T(H) # 0 if 
te T(H)- (0). Choose SE T(H) with t(1 +q))‘s#O. Should sT(H)t=O, 
then Lemma 7 would give the contradiction s = 0 or t = 0, so there must be 
y E T(H) with sy # 0 and yt # 0. Combining all of these observations shows 
that (1 + q) tHt( 1 + q) -’ sHsyHytHt = (1 + q) tHt c W, and since tHt c W, 
we obtain qtHt c W. But H c (M, + ), so Ht = HtHt c W results, for all 
t E T(H). Replacing t with (1 + 4))’ t( 1 + q), for q E M, shows that 
Ht( 1 + q) c W, so as above Htq c W, and then H = HtH c W, completing 
the proof of the theorem. 
Another situation for which we can use Lemma 9 to obtain a general 
result is when an idempotent is present. Our next theorem slightly 
generalizes the main results of Chuang [4] and Herstein [12] to 
invariance with respect to T(Z). Recall that N is the symmetric quotient 
ring of R mentioned just before Lemma 9. 
THEOREM 6. Let W be an additive subgroup of R invariant with respect 
to T(Z), for I a nonzero ideal of R. If N contains a nontrivial idempotent, 
then either WC Z, W 2 [A, R] for A a nonzero ideal of R, or char R = 2 
and RC = A&(C). If W is a subring, then either W c Z, W contains a non- 
zero ideal of R, or R = Mz(GF(2)). 
Proof: One can see from the proof of Theorem 4 that to apply 
Lemma 9 it suffices to show that (T(R), + ) contains a noncommutative 
Lie ideal of R. For any nontrivial idempotent e E N, let A be a nonzero 
ideal of R satisfying eA + Ae + eAe c R, and observe that [e, A] c 
eA(l-e)+(l-e)Aec(T(R), +). These same inclusions hold if we 
replace e with either e + ea( 1 -e) or e + (1 -e) ae, for a E A, and so 
[eA( 1 - e) + (1 - e) Ae, A] c (T(R), + ). The subring generated by 
eA( 1 - e) and (1 - e) Ae contains B = AeA( 1 - e)A, and as in Theorem 3, 
L = [B, A] c (T(R), + ). Therefore, we may apply Lemma 9 to obtain one 
of our desired conclusions, or else there is a nonzero ideal K of R satisfying 
eK(l-e)+(l-e)Kec W, and we may also assume that eK+Ke+ 
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eKe c Z. The computation above shows that [e, K] c W, and now 
conjugating by 1+ ek( 1 -e) and by 1+ (1 -e) ke, for k~ K yields 
[eK(i-e)+(l-e)Ke,K]c: W (see [4, Lemma 1, p. 11’7)). Once again, 
[KeK( 1 - e)K, K] c W, so Theorem A applies to complete the proof for W 
an additive subgroup. The conclusion for subrings follows, using 
Theorem 2 if char R = 2 and RC = M2(C), and using [S, proof of 
Lemma 1.3, p. 41 if WI> [A, R]. 
We come now to an extension for invariant subgroups, of Herstein’s 
conjecture for rings with nonzero Jacobson radical. Our computations are 
based on those in [lo, 111. We assume invariance under Zc.Z(R), instead 
of just with respect to 7’(Z), so that we need not assume that R is 
subdirectly irreducible. 
THEOREM 7. Let W be an additiue subgroup of R invariant ante respect 
to a nonzero ideat Zc J(R). Zf T(Z) is semi-prime, then either W c 2 or 
Wrr> [A, R] for A a nonzero ideal of R. Zf W is a subring, then either WC Z 
or W contains a nonzero ideal of R. 
Proof We first show that the theorem holds when W is a subring. 
Clearly, W is invariant with respect to T(Z), so we may assume that WC Z 
or Wn T(Z) # 0, by applying Lemma 5. We proceed with the second 
possibility and choose w  f Wn T(Z) - (0). For any XE Z, we have WXE Z, 
and so ~((1 +wx)v(l+wx))‘)~ W for any UE W. Now JET and 
WV E W, so we conclude first that wu( 1-t wx)) ’ E W and then that 
wu-w~(~+wx)-l=wu(l+wx-l)(l+wx)-~=wuwx(l+w~)-’~ W. As 
observed in [ 11, p. 5691, any yeZ can be written y = x(1 + wx))’ by 
taking x = (1 - yw))’ y. Consequently, wuwlc W, and it follows from the 
invariance of W under Z that (1 + t) wuwZ( 1 + t)- ’ c W for any t E I. Thus, 
Zw WwZ C W, proving the theorem, since w  Ww # 0 by Lemma 6. 
Now let W be an additive subgroup. As above, by Lemma 5, we know 
that either WC Zor Wn T(Z) # 0. Assume that W If 2, choose w  E Wn T(Z) 
with w  # 0, and observe that WXE Z for any x E I. The invariance of W 
shows that (l+wx)w(l+~~x)~l=w+~~~w~ W, since w(l+w.x))‘=w, 
and thus wfwc W. For any UE W, F(w.u,v)=[wx,v](l+wxf-‘E WnZ, 
and also F( w, F(~x, u)) = [w, F(wx, a)] - wl;( WX, u) w  E W n I. But 
W~M,X, u) w  E wZw c W, so we have [w, F( wx, u)] E W. Expanding 
gives [w,F(wx, u)] = w[wx, u](l + wx)-r - [IVX, u](l + wx))‘w = 
-wuwx(l + wx))’ - w(xu(1 + wx)-‘)w + uwx(1 + wx))’ w, and since 
w(xu( 1 + wx))‘) w  E wZw c W, we may conclude that [uwx( 1 + wx)-l, w] 
E W. As above, in the case of W a subring, any yo Z can be written as 
y= x(1 f wx))’ for x= (1 - ywf-’ y, yielding [vwZ, w] c W. Replacing 
u with U=(1+xw)~‘u(l+xw)-~=(1+xw)~~~[~,xw] results in 
[(l + xw)-’ XW~WZ, w] c W, and then setting x = y(I -IVY)-‘, so 
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(l-i- xw)-ix = y leads to [ZwvwZ, w] c W. Since w  # 0, w  Ww # 0 by 
Lemma 6, so a suitable choice of u E W shows that B = ZwvwZf 0. Finally, 
let V= (reR] [B, r] c W}. Clearly, I’ is an additive subgroup of R 
invariant with respect to Z, and also, V is a subring because of the identity 
[Q, be] = Cab, c] + [m, b]. ~onsequentiy, by the result for subrings 
already proven, either I’, Z, or VI A, a nonzero ideal of R. But Yc 2 is 
impossible because WE Y and w* = 0, so we conclude that EB, A] c W. 
Hence, after applying Theorem A, the proof is complete. 
As a corollary, we can easily obtain the usual conclusions by assuming 
invariance with respect to Z(J) when R is subdirectly irreducible. 
COROLLARY. Let R be subdirectly irreducible with heart H c J(R) and 
assume that T(H) is semi-prime. Zf W is an additive subgroup of R invariant 
with respect to T(H), then either W c Z or W 3 [H, R]. Zf W is also a 
subring, then either W c Z or W 3 H. 
ProoJ As in the proof of Theorem 4, it suffices to assume that W is an 
additive subgroup. Using Lemma 9, either the conclusions of the corollary 
hold, or we may assume that W, = C tHt c W, where t ranges over T(H). 
Since T(H) is invariant with respect to J(R), it is clear that W, is also, so 
Theorem 7 can be applied to W,. Now W,, c Z is certainly impossible, and 
it follows that [H, R] c W, c W. 
It has been necessary to assume that M is a large set, and one way we 
have done this is to assume that (7’, + ) contains a Lie ideal. By using this 
condition we have proved invariance theorems when Cf G-F(Z), and when 
C = GF(2) with the added assumption that R is subdirectly irreducible. Our 
aim is to obtain similar results under the weaker hypothesis that a Lie ideal 
is contained in the subgroup generated by the nilpotent elements of R. If 
this condition implies the usual structure theorem for invariant subgroups, 
then in particular (T, + ) would contain a Lie ideal and Theorem 1 would 
be applicable. In fact, the thrust of what follows is to show that this 
weaker hypothesis does imply that (T, + ) contains a Lie ideal, and to do 
so requires us to assume that C is infinite. The basic computation is a 
Vandermonde determined argument in our next lemma. Henceforth, let 
M0 = (x E R ) x is nilpotent ). 
LEMMA 10. Let F be an infinite subfield of C so that (M,, +) is an 
F-subspace, and assume that (M,, -I- ) contains a noncommutative Lie ideal 
L of R. Zf W is an F-subspace of R invariant with respect to M,, then either 
WC Z, W contains a noncommutative Lie ideal of R, or char R = 2 and 
RC = M,(C). 
PraoJ Let w  E W, x E M, with X* = 0, and CE F, Then cx E MO so 
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F(cx, w) = C;= 1 cipi(x, w) E W, where pi is homogeneous of degree i in x. 
Since. F is infinite and W is an F-subspace, a Vandermonde determinant 
argument (see 114, Lemma 4.4, p. 5563) shows that [x, w] = pr(x, W) E W. 
Thus EM,, Wj t W, from which it follows that CL, WI c W, and so 
applying Theorem A finishes the proof. 
THEOREM 8. Let f be a nonzero ideal of R, assume that (MO, + ) cm- 
tains a noncommutative Lie ideal of R, and assume that the centroid Z, of 
R contains an infinite subfield F. If W is an additive subgroup of R invariant 
with respect to T(I), then either W c Z, Wx [A, R] for A a nonzero ideal 
of R, or char R = 2 and .RC = M2(C). If W is a subring then either WC Z 
or W contains a nonzero ideal of R. 
Proc$ Note that since F r Z,, (T(R), + ) is an F*subspace of R 
invariant under M,, and that (M,, +) is also an F-subspace of R. 
Applying Lemma 10 shows that either char R = 2 and RC= M2fC), or 
(T(R), + ) 2 L, a noncommutative Lie ideal of R, In the second case, the 
theorem is proved by applying Theorem 1, and then Theorem 2, since 
C = GF(2) is impossible given Fc Z,. 
For our last results it will be convenient to record the fact that our 
assumption on (M,, + ) forces T to be semi-prime. 
LEMMA 11. rf (MO, + ) 3 L, a ~oneo~~~tat~ve Lie ideal of R, then T(R) 
is semi-prime= 
Proo$ Suppose that tTt = 0 for some TV T. For r E R and y nilpotent, 
say yk =O, we have trt E T and (1 - y) trt(1 - y)-’ E T, yielding 
t( 1 - y) tRt( 1 - y)-* t = 0. Since R is a prime ring, either fyt =0 or 
t(y -I- y2 + ... + yk- ‘)t = 0, and a simple argument by induction on k 
shows that tyt = 0. Therefore, tLt = 0 and we must conclude from Lemma 1 
that t = 0, proving that T is semi-prime. 
By using Lemma 11 we can replace the assumption on Z0 in Theorem 8 
with the assumption that C is i&kite, but only when R is su~ir~tly 
irreducible. 
THEOREM 9. Let R be subdirectly irreducible with heart H. Assume that 
C is infinite and that (n/r,, -t ) 3 [H, R]. If W is an additive subgroup of R 
invariant with respect to T(H), then either WC: Z, W 3 [H, R], or 
char R = 2 and RC = M,(C). 
PVOOJ: By Lemma 11 and Lemma 2, T(H) is semi-prime, and as we 
have noted before, [H, R] c (MO,, + )c (M, + ) and (M, +) a subring 
imply that Hc f&f, + f [8, Corollary, p. 9 f. Hence, the theorem foilows 
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from Lemma 9, unless we must assume that tHt c W for each t E T(H). Set 
W, = C tHt c Wn H. Next observe that since H2 = H, for each c E C, 
cH = H, and so HC = H and C = Z,(H), the centroid of H. Since Z,,(H) is 
infinite, and since W, is a noncentral additive subgroup of H invariant with 
respect to T(H), the theorem would now follow from Theorem 8 if 
(M,(H), + ) 3 [H, H], where M,(H) = MO n II. To see this, use the 
argument of Lemma 10. First, HC= H implies that H is an ideal of RC, 
and so, for XEM* and CEC, (l+cx)H(l +c~)-~=(~+Ex)H(~-cx+ 
(cx)’ - . ..) c H. In particular, (1 + cx) ~~(~)( 1+ cx)- ’ c M&H), and we 
may conclude that F(xc, w) = CT=, c’pi(x, W)E (M,(H), +), where 
w  E M,,(H) and xn = 0. Using the Vandermonde determinant argument again, 
and the fact that (M,(H), + ) is a C-subspace, results in [M,, (M,(H), + )] c 
(M,(H), + ) so Theorem A shows that (MO(H), + ) I [H, H], or 
char R = 2 and RC = M*(C), completing the proof of the theorem. 
The Vandermonde argument used in Lemma 10 and Theorem 9 shows 
that if x E M0 and Y’ = 0 then [x, W] c W, provided that F has at least n 
elements. This observation can be used to prove a version of Theorem 1 
which requires only that (N,(R), + ) contains a noncommutative Lie ideal 
of R, where iVk( R) = (x E RI xk = 01. In this case, Lemma IO holds if F has 
at least k elements, and then one can prove the results corresponding to 
those in Theorem 8 and Theorem 9. 
Our final theorem is an observation that the assumption on C in 
Theorem 9 can dropped when W is a subring. 
THEOREM 10. Let R be a subdirectly irredmibie ring with heart H. 
Assume that (M,, + ) =J L, a nan~om~~tative Lie ideal of R. If W is u 
s~br~ng of R invu~~ant with respect to T(H), then either W c Z, W 3 Ii, or 
R = ~~(GF(2)). 
Prooj Since L c: (M,, + ) c (M, + ), and since (M, + ) is a subring of 
R, it follows that WC (M, + ) [S, proof of Lemma 1.3, p. 41. Also T(H) is 
semi-prime by Lemma 11 and Lemma 2. Thus, we may apply Theorem 5 to 
obtain the desired conclusions. 
We end the paper with a few comments and questions related to our 
results. It seems clear that to obtain an invariance theorem of the type we 
have considered, one must provide enough automorphisms under which a 
W of interest is invariant. A reasonable way to do this is to assume that 
(M, + ) contains a nonzero ideal of R. Thus, the hypothesis of Lemma 9 
seems to be the most appropriate one, so the first question to arise is when 
the last stated conclusion of Lemma 9 implies that the additive subgroup 
W invariant with respect to T(I) must contain a Lie ideal of R. It would 
be nice to show that this implication holds in the special cases when R is 
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subdirectly irreducible, when W is a subring, or when (T(R), + ) contain a 
Lie ideal of R. We note that if the implication fails in this last special case 
mentioned, then in view of Theorem 1, Theorem 3, and Theorem 6, a coun- 
terexample must be for a prime ring R which is not subdirectly irreducible, 
does not satisfy a GPI, has no idempotent in its symmetric quotient ring, 
and has C= GF(2). Another possibility is that the implication holds for W 
invariant with respect to M. It would be nice to eliminate the assumption 
on 2, in Theorem 8 and on C in Theorem 9. Perhaps this would be 
possible by assuming invariance with respect to M,, or by assuming that 
for k > 2, (N,(R), + ) contains a Lie ideal. Finally, a related question of 
some interest is whether assuming that (Nk+ ,(R), + ) contain a Lie ideal 
forces either (N,(R), + ) to contain a Lie ideal or (Nk+ i(r), + ) to contain 
a Lie ideal, where I is an ideal of R. 
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